Tennis Match Results
Wofford vs Samford
Mar 28, 2010 at Birmingham, Ala.
(Samford Tennis Center)

Samford 4, Wofford 3

**Singles competition**
1. Carson Kadi (SAM-MT) def. Tinus Van Wyk (WOFM) 6-4, 3-6, 6-1
2. Zac Dunkle (SAM-MT) def. Stuart Robertson (WOFM) 6-2, 6-2
3. Paul Bartholomy (WOFM) def. Scott Foster (SAM-MT) 6-4, 6-3
4. Michael Schecter (WOFM) def. Oliver Reynolds (SAM-MT) 2-6, 6-4, 10-5
5. Carl Abalos (SAM-MT) def. Tom Wood (WOFM) 6-2, 2-6, 7-5
6. Drew Superstein (WOFM) def. Adam Witcher (SAM-MT) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Michael Browder/Carson Kadi (SAM-MT) def. Stuart Robertson/Tom Wood (WOFM) 8-6
2. Oliver Reynolds/Zac Dunkle (SAM-MT) def. Tinus Van Wyk/Paul Bartholomy (WOFM) 8-5
3. Carl Abalos/Scott Foster (SAM-MT) def. Manoli Lakis/Drew Superstein (WOFM) 8-3

Match Notes:
Wofford 7-8, 3-2 SoCon
Samford 9-7, 1-4 SoCon
T-5:12  A-68